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Development began in January, with a development team that included veteran FIFA developers from the original FIFA series, technology experts at both EA Sports and DICE, as well as data scientists and biomechanic engineers from EA Canada, DICE and more. “We have a vision for FIFA 22 that I think is a fresh, new, unexpected experience that sets the bar for what fans can
expect from an EA Sports football game,” said Peter Moore, senior vice president, EA Sports. “When we started, we laid the foundation. We said we were going to learn a lot from the original FIFA franchise, and we did. Now we are honing in on what makes an EA Sports football game fun – fast, fluid, fun and intense! Our data scientists and our creative team are helping the
development team to design and deliver a realistic football experience, with a particular focus on the continuous creation of new AI.” “Data science is about finding new ways of making decisions,” said David Rutter, senior data scientist on the FIFA team. “That’s what we want to do as we approach each new release of FIFA. Whether it’s improving AI or simply better gameplay, data
science can help us make football better for the game you play. We are using our experience in statistics and artificial intelligence to create a more immersive football game than ever before.” New features in FIFA 22: Gameplay-based learning The journey to FIFA 22 began in January with a development team that includes veterans from the original FIFA series and technology
experts from EA Sports, DICE and more. But EA learned just as much in the four years since the original FIFA launched, with a single goal in mind: FIFA 22 must be the most authentic football experience ever. To do so, the FIFA development team had to understand the game from the inside out. They interviewed the best footballers they could find and analyzed the data in order to
create the most accurate and believable experience. They identified areas where FIFA had room to improve in the years since the original game and developed new processes for testing the game on an even larger scale. Seeking to tap into an ever-increasing wealth of data, EA Sports and DICE began experimenting with ways to make the experience better. In the final stages of
FIFA 22, the team used HyperMotion technology to make that learning possible. “The most important thing

Features Key:

World-class gameplay authenticity leads to dynamic and unpredictable gameplay that brings the world’s best clubs and players to life in an authentic way. Use world-class intelligence and motion capture-based animations to turn key moments like shots, shots on goal, and passes into what feels like real-life.
Authentic, high-def likeness of players, coaches, clubs, and infrastructure from all over the world.
New speed, pace, and dribbling controls dynamically adapt to the player’s input.
Unprecedented live experience of presentations with full-length pre-match and post-match press conferences in which managers and players alike interact with the crowd, make eye-catching announcements, score golden goals, and much more. Also, the press conference audio and cutscenes featuring the English Premier League
title winners of the past decade will further immerse you in the true-to-life experience.
Innovation – Four different skill sets unlock a wide variety of new and enhanced gameplay mechanics that deliver tactical freedom to the players. Dynamic Interplay helps you manipulate players by asking your controller what they’re going to do. Coaching and Tactics use what players decide, empowering you to decide the most
effective course of action on the pitch.
New Audio Director is a key feature that allows sounds to be adjusted after gameplay, and it adds an aggressive energy to the player’s experience.
FIFA Yearbook includes a detailed post-season recap of the previous season, new #MainStoryQuotable “Moments” that allow fans to relive the best goals, players, videos, and matches from around the World, and plenty of much-deserved fan acknowledgement from the game’s top creators.
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FIFA ( FIFA stands for "F"ootball") is the most popular football video game on the planet. With FIFA you take control of a superstar footballer, taking you through a season of real-life UEFA Champions League matches, as you fight for the title. Whether you're a total pro or just love football, FIFA has something for you. You decide who you play as, from the greats like Pele and
Maradona to the unknowns. You're in control, calling the shots and making the plays. You take on the role of your favourite player and feel the physicality of the game in every fluid and aggressive move. What's more, with over 100 playable teams from all over the world, FIFA 22 will always be fresh. FIFA is brought to life through the player motion engine™ - a revolutionary technology
that brings the player to life in FIFA. Players look, move and feel just like they do in real life and produce an unparalleled sense of authenticity. From the explosive game-changing speed and ferocity of shots to the pirouettes, feints and skill of passing and dribbling, FIFA plays and feels like football. Players also change direction naturally, create and receive the ball with one touch and
use the pitch intelligently. The gameplay engine in FIFA is more powerful than ever. It features radical adjustments such as an over-the-top free kick system, a revolutionary new full back and back-pass mechanic, new mastery challenges and a brand new crowd interaction model. The game also includes the award-winning Infamous 2 engine, making it the most complete, enjoyable
and accessible FIFA to date. Merely 70 years after its first kick-off, this true recreation of the beautiful game has been developed by the world's leading football game developer, Electronic Arts. Lead your team to the glory: The new season means new challenges, new tactics and a fresh set of attributes to unlock as you play your way into the limelight. Fight for survival in the new FIFA
Ultimate Team mode, improve your skills with a plethora of new FIFA Ultimate Team items, prepare for the World Cup by unlocking kits for each country, prepare for the new FIFA Business Mode with FIFA Money, and master the new likes of the FIFA Pro Experience and FIFA Career modes. FIFA Ultimate Team It's more than just a new set of kits and international teams. In FIFA
Ultimate Team you build your own team of footballers from scratch. bc9d6d6daa
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Build a dream team of your favourite players and watch them strut their stuff on the pitch, with all-new cards and an all-new way to play. FIFA Ultimate Team features matchday squad-building, card collection, manager career, and a fully-integrated online store where you can upgrade your players to create new dream teams. MyPLAYER – Your unique DNA will define how you play.
Choose among a variety of in-game traits, playstyles and superstitions to create your Ultimate Team that is perfectly tailored to your strengths and personality. With over 800 officially licensed in-game traits and a massive range of kits and equipment, you can create a team that looks and plays just the way you do. PLAYER POSITIONINGS KEEP MOVING – With the all-new Quick
Ball Control gameplay system, you can keep the ball moving in any direction simply by moving your players. PASS THE BALL – Get more touches and give your teammates more options in one-v-one situations. KEEP THE BALL CLOSE – You can cut off any attacker simply by keeping the ball near you. BUILD YOUR TEAM – Choose from hundreds of thousands of player
combinations, unlock premium content, and develop your players into a well-rounded and balanced squad. FIFA 22 offers one of the deepest, most balanced football experiences in the franchise. THE BIGGEST PLAYER UNIVERSE – Whether you want to enjoy football like never before in more places than ever before, or you want to enjoy football like never before…in more ways than
ever before, FIFA is the place for you. Available for Xbox One It’s a new era for FIFA – the most popular and authentic football video game series is going bigger than ever in FIFA 22. FIFA 22 promises to be your footballing home away from home with the biggest and best team on the pitch and in the stadiums across more locations and more play styles than ever before. Bigger than
football, bigger than life, bigger than the FIFA franchise – FIFA is one of the most popular games in the world and the best place to enjoy everything you love about football. FIFA 22 marks a major shift in the evolution of football gaming, built on a new gameplay engine and a complete re-imagining of FIFA Ultimate Team. From the tactical training camp before a match, to the build up
to a big tournament, every aspect of the game will give you
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What's new:

Play Completely New Innovative 3 Dimensional Gameplay
New Player Movement System: Swift, More Bendy, Scalable Mesh Tension, On Ground Sensors
New Approach to Artificial Intelligence: Create Your Own FUT Pilot AI
New Player Behaviour: Use ‘AI’ Players to Your Advantage
New Trainer Tactic System: Train and Win Championships in Training Mode
New Variation: Turn-Based Seasons
Updated Kit Creator: Pre-Creation, Post-Creation Options, Fast Kit Canvas Creation
New Authentic League Reactions: Play in Thousands of Pitches all Over the World
New Long-Haul Water: Tackle, Tackle, Tackle, Tackle, Tackle
New Reflective Team Surface: Realistic Team Matches in All Weather
New Raindrop Cover: Aerial Ball Protection
Enhanced Goalkeeper Mechanics: Post-Up, Positional Defend
New Visual Effect: Increased Feeling in the A.I. Engine
New Performance Management: New Team, New Sport
New Memories: Add Memories to any FIFA Player with Updated New Relive Moments
New Tracking: Track Unique Collectible Items in FIFA Careers
New Theatre: Theatrical Elements such as Crowd Cheering & SoundFX
New WebGeneration Design (V1.0)
New Player Identity: All 21 New Faces
New TV Moments & Awards: Online Tournaments, Club Awards, Special Online Moments
New Defenders: Updated Defenders Team
New Pre-Match Events: Train in Training Mode and Kick-off Online
New Pro League: Find Your Path to Become a Pro in FUT Pro-Soccer
New Women's Team: The Fury of Women Football
New Online Seasons: In Concurrence With FUT Pro-Soccer
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EA SPORTS® FIFA delivers the authentic feeling of world-class football, including fast-paced action and accurate finishing with a variety of game play modes. FIFA gameplay is realistic, with powerful new motion-capture animations and advanced matchday weather and crowd conditions. FIFA is the only football franchise that truly feels like the world's top football games. EA SPORTS
FIFA today announced the game has sold over 35 million units worldwide, making EA SPORTS FIFA the most successful game franchise in the history of the sports genre. Only Madden NFL® has sold more than FIFA in the United States, with more than 36 million units sold since the franchise began. FIFA is available on platforms including home video game systems, smartphones
and tablets, as well as on the Xbox® 360 video game and entertainment system from Microsoft, PlayStation®3 computer entertainment system, and the Wii U™ system from Nintendo, as well as PC, Mac and mobile. The announcement takes place just a day before the world will witness the true unveiling of FIFA on Xbox 360. This year EA SPORTS FIFA will take the game home to
eleven new countries. All of the new soccer powerhouses will be represented, with Brazil, Germany, Mexico, France, Argentina, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Uruguay, England, Mexico, and Colombia. “We are thrilled that our passionate fan base continues to grow and is now in more countries than ever before. To have it reach such a milestone in the game's history is a tremendous
achievement and it is our goal to continually increase awareness of the FIFA franchise and create new ways for fans to participate in this fantastic sport,” said Jeff Brown, senior director, EA SPORTS FIFA. “For the first time in the franchise’s history, EA SPORTS FIFA is coming home to eleven of the world’s top soccer markets, reaching fans in places such as Germany, England,
Mexico, and Brazil.” Console Announcements In its second year on the market, the Xbox 360 will see more action than ever before in the history of the FIFA franchise, providing an additional 11 new countries to play in the world’s best soccer game. Brazil, Germany, Mexico, France, Argentina, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Uruguay, England, Mexico, and Colombia will be the newest
markets to experience EA SPORTS FIFA, with the game being released tomorrow in Brazil, Germany, Mexico, France, Argentina, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Uruguay, England, and Mexico. The Xbox
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System Requirements:

OS: Mac OS X 10.7 (Lion) or later Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or faster Memory: 2 GB RAM Windows: Vista or later DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Minimum System Requirements: OS: Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP SP3
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